Syllabus

Instructor:
Zhenhua Cai
Email: zhenhua.cai@qc.cuny.edu
Office: A201
Office Hours: Monday 9:00-10:30am (By appointment via email)

Course Website:
http://venus.cs.qc.cuny.edu/~zcai

Grading:
Quiz(10%) + Project(20%) = 30%

Assignments Submission:
1. Submit your homework through Blackboard. No points are given on assignments to people who have obviously copied and shared solutions.
2. Homework filename format should be: Last Name_FirstName_CS211_HW#.cpp
3. All homework should be submitted in well-formatted fashion. For example, appropriate indentations and whitespaces should be used.
4. Make sure your program can be compiled and run on venus. If your program can not be compiled, then you at least lose 50 points for a single homework, if your program can not be run but it can be compiled, then you lose 20 points for a single homework.
Log in to Lab computer:

**Username:**
First 2 letters of **last name** followed by first 2 letters of **first name** followed by last 4 digits of **cunyfirst ID#**.

**Password:**
8 digits of cunyfirst ID#
(e.g.) 12345678

Log in to venus:

**Hostname:**
venus.cs.qc.cuny.edu

**Username:**
First 2 letters of **last name** followed by first 2 letters of **first name** followed by last 4 digits of **cunyfirst ID#**.

**Password:**
8 digits cunyfirst ID#
(e.g.) 12345678